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by Lawrence C. Lyells

An AII-New Design?

The argument is still going strong-
is the MS really an improvement over
the M4?

Even die-hard Leicaphiles seemed
to appreciate the subtle refinements
in the sleek M4. But the MS, at least
from outward appearances, is a new
breed - a surprising breakaway from
the traditional M-series Leica.
Larger, heavier, and higher-priced
($1,241.6S with the SOmm f/l.4
Summilux lens), the MS couldn't
expect immediate acceptance from
conservative M4 devotees.

But the design changes in the MS
have adefinite and rewarding
purpose. Nearly every change in
appearance is the direct result of a
single added feature: the through-the-
lens metering system.

Leitz's announcement of the first
through-the-Iens metering system in a
rangefinder-type camera came as a
genuine press-stopper. By nature,
Leitz moves cautiously with design
changes; the TTL metering system
promised a giant leap into the modern
generation of cameras (in some ways,
one step beyond). Yet already the
MS's metering system has carried
over to the Leica CL, tiny offspring of
the Leitz-Minolta marriage.

In time, even the Leica purist will
probably appreciate the convenience
of a built-in cross-coupled exposure
meter (and wonder how he ever got
by without it). For in designing a TTL
meter compatible with a rangefinder-
type camera, Leitz came up with a
system that approaches the ideal. The
CdS cell sits behind the lens, right in
the center of the field of view. There's
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•elca
no obstruction between the lens and
the photocell.

The photocell pops into position
during the shutter-cocking cycle; you
can hear it "twang" into place at the
end of the wind stroke.
Simultaneously, an internal switch
closes to turn on the exposure meter.

Naturally, the photocell must clear
the focal-plane aperture before the
shutter releases. So, as you start
depressing the release button, the
photocell begins ducking out of the
way. The photocell completely clears
the focal-plane aperture just before
the release of the opening curtain.

If you remove the lens, you can see
the photocell tucked behind the lower
light shield, Fig. 2. But you'lI now find
that the photocell remains motionless
as you cock the shutter. The reason is
that the lens couples to the photocell
linkage - without the lens, the
photocell won't budge.

Installing the lens pushes down the
lens-sensing rod, Fig. 2. Try holding
down the lens-sensing rod as you cock
the shutter. You can then watch the
photocell jump into place, Fig. 3.

The CdS cell sits a scant 8mm from
the shutter curtains. So besides being
in the center of the lens field, the CdS
cell is mighty close to the actual
position of the film. The only time the
photocell position becomes less than
ideal is when you're using a retrofocus
lens that extends too far into the
camera body. For example, installing
the 21mm wide-angle, Fig. 4,
completely erases the advantages of
TTL metering - the lens extends so
far into the camera that it blocks the
photocell arm. You're then forced to
use an accessory exposure meter.
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Figure 3

LIGHT COLLECTOR FOR EXPOSURE-METER SCALE

LIGHT COLLECTOR FOR
RANGEFINDER FRAME LlNES

Figure 4
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Figure 5

PIVOT PLATE FOR
CURTAIN-WIND GEAR
AND OPENING-CURTAIN
LATCH

TERMINAL PLATE

Figure 6

OPENING·CURTAIN
TENSION-SETTING
RATCHET

Figure 7
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A metering frame visible through
the viewfinder shows the actual
metering area - 6% of the picture
area with the 50mm lens, Fig. 5. The ~
viewfinder also reveals the exposure- ~
meter scale and the shutter-speed
setting.

Changing the shutter-speed setting
or the film-speed setting moves a
reference hairline along the exposure-
meter scale. The other diagonalline in
Fig. 5 is the exposure-meter needle.
You've set the controls for the proper
exposure when the two diagonal lines
- the needle and the hairline - cross
midway.

The two semicircles, one at either
end of the exposur e-rneter scale,
provide the f /stop reference. As you
change the f/stop, the needle moves
along the scale (because more or less
light reaches the photoceII). If the
needle swings toward the smaller
semicircle on the lett, Fig. 5, you're
setting a smaller f/stop - toward the
larger semicircle, a larger f/stop.

There's a cutout along the exposure-
meter scale that serves as the battery-
test reference, Fig. 5. To test the
battery, push the frame-line selector
lever, Fig. 4, all the way clockwise (as
seen from the front of the camera). If
the battery is good, the exposure-
meter needle moves to the center of
the reference cutout.

The battery compartment is at the
end of the camera body, underneath
the neckstrap (yes, strange though it
may seem, both neckstrap lugs are at
the same end of the camer a) .
There're no polarity indications for
the PX625 mercury cell. But if you
install the cell upside down, you won't
be able to screw on the battery-
compartment cover.

Perhaps the refined exposure-
meter system and the startling
differences in appearance pal-it the
M5 as an all new design. Anu that
may shake the Leica fancier with his
love of tradition. Yet a look beyond the
added frills reveals that the M5 is
really an M-series Leica at heart. The
exceptionally quiet shutter and the
bright range-viewfinder clearly
reveal their Leica heritage. At the
front of the camera, Fig. 4, you can
see the familiar vertically striated
light-collecting grid for the
rangefinder frame lines; the added
grid above the viewfinder gathers
light for the exposure-meter scale.
Lens-release, self-timer, frame-line-
selector, and rewind-release controls
are unchanged.
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Most of the external changes
appear at the top of the camera. The
speed knob is now a disc located
underneath the release button. It's a
choice location - since the speed-
control disc hangsover the front of the
camera, you can conveniently useone
finger to set the shutter speed while
you're looking through the viewfinder.

All the slow speeds preceded by a
"B" (B1 through B30) are actually
"bulb" exposures. The number just
teils you how long to hold the release
button depressed.Mechanically timed
speeds range from 1/l000 second
through 1/2 second. The dot on the
speed-control disc identifies the
fastest full-aperture speed for X sync
- 1/SOsecond.

Another relocated control is the
rewind knob. The conveniently canted
rewind knob of the M4 couldn't carry
over to tne MS - the galvanometer
neededthe room. Soinstead, the MS's
rewind knob is on the bottom of the
camera. If a customer brings you an
MS with the complaint that he can't
rewind the film, there's a goodchance
you can blame the bottom rewind.
Some foreign film cassettes lack the
crosspiece in the bottom of the spool.

View At The BoHom Of The MS

The MS retains the load-from-the-
bottom technique, a long-standing
Leica tradition for loading film. And
there's still the familiar drawing on
the bottom cover plate that shows the
film-threading procedure.

But removing the bottom cover
plate does spotlight a few variations
that distinguish the MS from other M-
series Leicas. Most obvious is the
addition of the terminal plate, Fig. 6.
Four wires run to the terminal plate-
two from the photocell (both black),
one from the on/off switch (also
black), and one from the switch that
provides the battery-test feature
(green).

The easily accessible terminal plate
provides a handy method for checking
the CdScell. If you suspecta defective
CdScell, just unsolder oneof the black
photocell wires, Fig. 7. Then, hook an
ohmmeter between the disconnected
wire and the other photocell wire at
the terminal plate. Check to see that
the resistance value changes as you
vary the f/stop - remember, the
shutter must be cocked and the lens
must be installed to raise the
photocell.

Another variation is in the tension-
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setting arrangement for the shutter
curtains. In the May-June 1973
Camera Craftsmanltwe described the
tension adjustments in the M-series
Leicas - the locking collars which
hold the take-up rollers. But the MS
uses tension-setting ratchets with
locking pawls. To add tension, turn the
ratchets in a counterclockwise
direction; to let off tension, pushdown
the pawls and turn the ratchets in a
clockwise direction.

Leitz doesn't specify the travel
times for the shutter curtains. Rather,
the factory relies on a torque
screwdriver to set the proper amount
of tension. So,assuming that our new
evaluation camera met factory
specifications, we used the National
Camera Comparascope to check the
travel time - 11milliseconds with the
Travel-Time Mask, 12 milliseconds
edge-to-edge.

The design of the counter-return
mechanism is another MS variation.
No longer does the counter return as
you pull out the take-up spool -
rather, it returns as you remove the
baseplate of the camera.
"Locate the lever near the take-up-

spool chamber in Fig. 7 - that's the
counter-sensing lever. Installing the
base plate pushes in the counter-
sensing lever. Now, the counter dial
advances as you cock the shutter.
When you remove the base plate to

load a new roll of film, the counter-
sensing lever frees the counter dial.
And the counter dial flips back to its
starting position, two calibrations
past "0." As you'lI see a little later,
the counter-sensing lever doespresent
a new complication in replacing the
body shell.

Exposure-Meter Adiustments In
TheMS

In adding an exposure meter to the
M-series Leica, Leitz stuck by its
custom of providing easily accessible
adjustments. All three variable
resistors in the exposure-meter circuit
have special clearance holes in the
body shell. That means you can reach
the adjustments without
disassembling the camera.

Removing the plug screw under the
neckstrap reveals the battery-test
adjustment, Fig. 8. To reach the other
two adjustments, take out the lower
neckstrap lug - it's held by two
screws under a section of leatherette.
Lifting off the plate beneath the
neckstrap lug exposes the two
clearance holes, Fig. 8. (Notice in Fig.
8 that we've also removed the
leatherette that conceals the screws
of the upper neckstnap lug -
removing the upper neckstrap lug is a
necessary step in the top-cover
disassembly.)

BATTERY·TEST
ADJUSTMENT VR 1

Figure 8

LINEARITY
ADJUSTMENT VR 3

TOTAL·RESPONSE

ADJUSTMENT VR 2
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VR2

Figure 9

SELECTOR SWITCH
IN BATTERY·

TEST POSITION

Figure 10

Both VR2 and VR3, Fig. 8, control
the accuracy of the exposure-meter
readings. VR2 is in series with the
galvanometer - that's your total-
response adjustment. VR3, in parallel
with the galvanometer, is your
linearityadjustment.

All three variable resistors, two for
accuracy adjustments and one for
battery-test, are on a circuit board
mounted to the supply-spool chamber
plate. To reach the circuit board, take
out the two screws at the bottom of the
camera, Fig. 6; these screws hold the
chamber plate to the body shell. Now,
slide the chamber plate toward the
bottom of the camera.

Fig. 9 shows the circuit board still
mounted to the chamber plate. The
selector switch at the corner of the
circuit board determines whether or
not the CdS cell is in the circuit. In Fig.
9, the selector switch is in the
"norma I" position for exposure-meter
readings.

When you select the other position
- the battery-test - the selector
switch moves to the position shown in
Fig. 10. A forked lever connected to
the selector switch (on the other side
of the circuit board) normally
straddles the switch-control lever
mounted to the inside of the body
shell. One end of the switch-control
lever comes against the frame-line
selector lever. So pushing the frame-
line selector lever clockwise swings

BLACK

VR2

"u-e
.J.,

VR 1

BLACK
ON/OFF
SWITCH

SWI CdS CELL

1.4V

BATTERY

~z«
'"o

RED

LEICA M5 EXPOSURE METER

Figure 11
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the switch-control lever. And the
switch-control lever moves the
selector switch to the battery-test
position, Fig. 10.

In the schematic, Fig. 11, we have ~
shown the selector switch as SW2. The ,
other switch - SW1 - is the on/off
switch. Although you can't as yet see
SW1, you know that cocking the
shutter closes the switch. So battery
current flows through the CdS cell to
the galvanometer.

Moving the selector switch from
position #1 to position #2, Fig. 11,
disconnects the CdS cell. Now, the
variable resistor VR1 replaces the
CdS cell in the exposure-meter circuit.

Since Ws so convenient to remove
the chamber plate, you can make a
quick check for a defective
galvanometer. Of course. having a
separate battery-test circuit provides
a built-in troubleshooting clue. If the
galvanometer needle won't deflect in
normal operation - but does work
during the battery-test - you know
that there's nothing wrong with the
moving coil.

But suppose that the galvanometer
needle doesn't deflect in either
position of SW2. You can check the
moving coil by hooking your negative
ohmmeter lead to the red wire on the
circuit board and your positive lead
to the blue wire - that hooks the
ohmmeter directly across the
galvanometer. If the galvanometer
needle deflects, the problem is
probably in the battery connections.

An exposure meter that works only
during the battery-test may have a
problem with the on/off switch SW1 or
with the photocell. Check for a switch
malfunction by hooking your positive
ohmmeter lead to the red battery
wire on the circuit board; and hook
the negative ohmmeter lead to the
black battery wire. With the shutter
released, the galvanometer needle
should not deflect. Yet the needle
should deflect when you cock the
shutter. If it doesn't, the problem is
probably in SW1 or its wiring.

Replacing the chamber plate is a
little tricky. The forked lever on the
circuit-board selector switch must
straddle the end of the switch-control
lever - and you can't see through the
body shell to align the forked lever. So
first move the selector switch to the
battery-test position, Fig. 10. Then, as
you install the chamber plate, hold the
frame-line selector lever all the way
clockwise.
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Once you've seated the chamber
plate, look through the viewfinder and
check the battery-test feature. The
needle should move as you actuate the
frame-line selector lever. If it does.,
you know that the forked lever found
its way over the switch-controllever.

Removing The Top Cover Plate

The procedures for removing the
top cover plate are very similar to
those in other M-series Leicas. That
retaining ring above the wind lever is
as tight as ever. Fortunately,
removing the wind-lever retaininq
ring is the only irksome step in the
disassembly.

The shutter-speed dial and the
calibration plate are separate parts.
A retaining ring holds the two parts
together - the same retaining ring
holds the shutter-speed dial to the
speed-setting ring inside the camera.
Remove the retaining ring and the two
sections of the shutter-speed dial. On
reassembly, you'lI have to align the
calibration plate with its index before
you tighten the retaining ring.

Two slots on the inner
circumference of the shutter-speed
dial straddle the two lugs of the speed-
setting ring, Fig. 12. At the "830"
position ("bulb" - hold the shutter
open for 30 seconds), a downward-
projecting tab on the shutter-speed
dial comes against the adjustable stop
on the top cover plate. That ls. with
the "830" ca libration centered in the
viewfinder readout, the adjustable
stop should arrest the shutter-speed-
dial tab.

On reassembly, just turn the speed-
setting ring until "830" centers in the
viewfinder readout. Then, replace the
shutter-speed dial with its downward-
projecting tab against the adjustable
stop. Make sure the two slots in the
shutter-speed dial straddle the tabs on
the speed-setting ring.

Now, peel off the dust seal, Fig. 12,
to reach the two top-cover-plate
screws. Also, peel off the two sections
of decorative leatherette - the
section covering the film-speed-
setting-knob screw and the section
covering the two screws holding the
upper neckstrap lug. Remove the top-
cover-plate screws, the upper
neckstrap lug, and the film-speed
setting knob.

Going to the back of the camera,
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Figure 12

HAIRLINE SCALE HAIRLINE RACK

GALVANOMETER
HAIRLINE·RACK

SPRING

SCALE

Figure 13

unscrew the two sync terminals
(notice that the MS has d ropped
Leica's traditional symbols - the
flashbulb and the lightning flash; the
letters "M" and "X" now indicate the
sync delays). And at the front of the
camera, remove the upper lens-
rnounting-ring screw.

AS in other M-series Leicas, a black
sealing compound covers the black
screw at the top of the lens-mounting
ring. The sealing compound serves
only one purpose -a possible forecast
as to the camera's condition. If the
sealing compound is disturbed or
missing, you know that someone has
been into the camera.

Now, while holding in the
rangefinder-control lever, slide the
top cover plate up and off the camera
body.

Operation Of The Mechanical
Linkage System

For a mechanical linkage system,
the MS coupling is remarkably
straightforward - not a single cord or
chain to re route on reassembly.
Instead, two racks - the hairline rack
and the speed-indicator rack - mount
to a plate sitting on top of the
rangefinder, Fig. 13.

The hairline reck. toward the front
of the camera, carries a transparent
scale with a black hairline; this is the
hairline you see through the
viewfinder, superimposed on the
exposure-meter scale. The speed-
indicator rack carries the shutter-
speed scale. There's a mirror
mounted above the galvanometer

(continued page 22 )
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which reflects the shutter-speed-
scale, the hairline, and the
galvanometer-needle images into the
viewfinder, Fig. 14.

Changing the shutter speed moves
both the hairline rack and the speed-
indicator rack. A row of teeth on the
speed-setting ring turns the speed-
sensing gear, Fig. 15.And the speed-
sensing gear couples directly to the
shaft mounting the first rack gear (a
gear located underneath the metal
disc shown in Fig. 15).

So the first rack gear moves the
speed-indicator rack. And the shutter-
speed scale at the end of the speeo-
indicator rack relates the speed
setting through the viewfinder.

Another row of teeth on the speed-
indicator rack engages the second
rack gear, Fig. 14. The second rack
gear engagesboth the speed-indicator
rack and the hairline rack.
Consequently, the movement of the
speed-indicator rack simultaneously
drives the hairline rack to position the
hairline.

Selecting the film speed also
positions the hairline rack - but not
the speed-indicator rack. The second
rack gear floats freely on the linkage
plate; only its engagement with the
two racks holds it in the camera. So
besides its ability to rotate as you
change the shutter speed, the second
rack gear can slide to the right or to
the left in Fig. 14.

The right-or-tett travel of the second
rack gear positions the hairline rack.
Yet the speed-indicator rack, locked
in place by its coupling to the speed-
setting ring, stays put. As the second
rack gear slldes in either direction, it
merely rolls along the teeth of the
speed-indicator rack.

Notice the brass disc on top of the
second rack gear, Fig. 14.The brass
disc is a cam folIower, tracing against
a cam on the underside of the film-
speed dia!. A tension-type spring
hooked to the hairline rack holds the
cam folIower against the film-speed
setting cam.

As you set a slower film speed, the
film-speed setting cam pushes the
second rack gear toward the
galvanometer. In turn, the second
rack gear drives the hairline rack in
the same direction. Setting a faster
film speed allows the spring-loaded
hairline rack to move away from the
galvanometer_

The Camero Crohsmon



Removing The Body Shell

There are only a couple of new
twists in removing the body shell. For
one, the chamber plate containing the
circuit board comes out with the
shutter assembly. So remove the two
screws holding the chamber plate to
the body shell, Fig. 6.

Now, cock the delayed-action
escapement (self-timer) - that
prevents the escapement from
running down as you remove the body
shell. Take out the rewind-release
lever and the five body-shell screws
indicated in Fig. 16. Holding in the
rangefinder-control lever, slide off the
body shell.

The two battery wires from the
circuit board remain attached to the
battery-compartment terminals.
Unsolder the black wire (negative)
from the center terminal of the
battery compartment. And unsolder
the orange wire (positive) from the
terminal at the edge of the battery
compartment.

There's also a new problem in
replacing the body shell. Once you've
separated the shutter assembly from
the body shell, the counter-control
lever, Fig. 17, springs away from the
end of the camera. The spring on the
counter-control lever (actually apart
of the lever) must pass to the inside of
the body shell.

As you replace the shutter
assembly, you'll find that the body
shell refuses to seat fully; the counter-
control-Iever spring blocks the upper
end of the body shell. So push in the
counter-control-Iever spring - toward
the shutter assembly - until it passes
to the inside of the body shell. The
shutter assembly then drops into
place.

But there's one more reassembly
complication -the tab on the counter-
control lever, Fig. 17, must pass
through a forked slot in the counter-
sensing lever. And the counter-sensing
lever remains with the body shell.
Consequently, the realignment can be
an "in-the-dark" procedure.

We found it convenient to
completely remove the counter-
sensing lever before installing the
body shell. One screw holds the
counter-sensing lever. The screw, Fig.
16,threads into a shouldered nut at the
inside of the body shell-the counter-
sensing lever pivots around the
shoulder of the nut.

Once the body shell is in place, you
can work through the take-up-spool
chamber to install the counter-sensing

MorchjApri/1974

COUNTER·
CONTROL
LEVER
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Figure 17

DELAYEDi--'-:-:
ACTION
ESCAPEMENT

PHOTOCELL·
CONTROL
LEVER

CONTROL·LEVER LATCH

Figure 18

lever. This way, you can see that the
fork at the end of the counter-sensing
lever straddles the tab on the counter-
controllever.

One end of the pnotocell-control lever
sits underneath the end of the flat
release spring. The other end is
underneath a tabon the photocell arm
(the spring-loaded lever which
carries the CdS cell).

Fig. 18 shows the parts in the
shutter-released position. Notice that
the control-Iever latch now engages
and holds the photocell-control lever.
In turn, the photocell-control lever
prevents the spring-loaded photocell
arm from moving to the "reading"
position.

Cocking the shutter disengages the
control-Iever latch. What happens ls
that the opening-curtain cam
(attached to the opening-curtain

Operation Of The CdS-Cell Linkage

At first glance, the MS shutter
assembly, Fig. 18, looks strikingly
familiar - at least, if you're
acquainted with other M-series
Leicas. The major difference - the
photocell - now hides behind the
lower light shield at the bottom of the
shutter assembly.

Although the photocell doesn't yet
show in the illustrations, you can see
the photocell-control lever in Fig. 18.
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LATCH·DISENGAGING LEVER

Figure 19

SCREWS HOLDING
PHOTOCELL~ONTROL

TAB ON LOWER
LIGHT SHIELD

Figure 20

ON/OFF SWITCH SW 1 SPRING ON FOCAL·
PLANE LIGHT SHIELD

Figure 21
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drum) drives the latch-disengaging
lever from lett to right in Fig. 19. Tne
latch-disengaging lever then pushes
the control-Iever latch out of
engagement with the photocell- f
control lever. Now, the photocell-
control lever swings toward the
bottom of the camera, Fig. 19.

If the lens were installed, the
photocell could rise to the "reading"
position - the photocell-control lever
no longer blocks the tab on the
photocell arm, Fig. 19. But without the
lens. the spring on the lens-sensing rod
overpowers the spring on the
photocell arm. The lens-sensing rod
must move down, toward the bottom
of the camera, before the photocell
arm can spring to the "reading"
position.

Depressing the release button
returns the photocell arm to the
inactive position. Notice that the
release rod comes against the end of
the flat release spring, Fig. 19. As the
release rod moves down, it pushes the
end of the flat release spring against
the lett-hand end of the photocell-
control lever. The right-hand end of
the photocell-control lever then
pushes up the tab on the photocell
arm.

So the photocell arm swings
clockwise as the release rod moves
toward the bottom of the camera. The
photocell arm completely clears the
lower edge of the focal-plane aperture
before the flat release spring
disengages the opening-curtain latch.

Removing the lower light shield
exposes the rest of the photocell-
operating mechanism. One screw,
Fig. 18, holds the front edge of the
lower light shield. But after you
remove the screw, you'll find that the
lower light shield still clings to the
shutter assembly.

The reason is that a tab on the lower
light shield passes through a slot in
the bottom of the focal-plane light
shield. A twist in the tab holds the two
light shields together. Right now, the
tab is pretty weil hidden from view;
it's underneath the photocell's
terminal plate. You can get to the tab
a little more easily by first taking out
the terminal-plate screw. Then, move
the terminal plate aside as shown in
Fig.20.

Using your chain-nose pliers,
straighten out the tab- just enough to
allow the tab to pass through the slot
in the focal-plane light shield. Now,
cock the shutter and hold the lens-
sensing rod toward the bottom of the
camera; that raises the photocell arm
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to the "reading" position, out of the
way. Finally, lift out the lower light
shield.

Fig. 21 gives you a better view of the
remaining photocell linkage. The
large, flat spring on the focal-plane
light shield passes underneath the lens-
sensing rod. So the flat spring pushes
the lens-sensing rod toward the top of
the camera. In turn, the tab on the
lens-sensing rod, Fig. 21 holds down
the spring-loaded photocell arm.

Installing the lens pushes down the
lens-sensing rod. Consequently, the
tab of the lens-sensing rod moves
toward the top of the camera - away
from the photocell arm. Providing the
shutter is cocked, the photocell arm
then flips up to the "reading" position.

The switch sitting to the front of the
photocell is the on/off switch SW1,
Fig. 21. In the shutter-released
position, SWl is open. Cocking the
shutter pushes the opening-curtain
brake lever against the insulated stud
of the on/off switch - that closes the
switch to turn on the exposure meter.

Removing The Exposure-Meter-
Linkage Assembly

The entire cross-coupling system
mounts to a plate sitting above the
rangefinder assembly. Here, Leitz
again demonstrates its flair for
excellent modular design - the
linkage system comes out as a
complete unit.

Removing the linkage system does
disturb one timing point: the timing
between the speed-sensing gear and
the speed-setting ring. But Leitz
demonstrates its service-conscious
caliber with a factory-provided
timing reference. Locate the dimple
on top of the speed-setting ring. On
reassembly, just engage the two parts
with the dimples aligned.

To remove the film-speed dial, first
lift off the index plate. Then, lift the
film-speed dial up and off its support
post. Our evaluation camera had a
plastic washer on top of the index
plate, a brass washer on top of the
film-speed dial, and two steel washers
on the shoulder of the support post.

Now, remove the dust seals fitting
around the accessory shoe, Fig. 22.
Lift the front edge of the accessory-
shoe trim plate, Fig.22, and slide the
trim plate toward the back of the
camera - that exposes the three
screws holding the accessory shoe.
Remove the three screws and lift the
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accessory shoe high enough to reach
the hot-shoe wires, Fig. 23; be careful
to avoid losing the spacers under the
accessory shoe.

Unsolder the orange wire from the
center terminal of the hot shoe. And
unsolder the blue (groundl wire from
the ground terminal, Fig. 23.

There's one more part that may get
in the way of the linkage plate - the
black frame around the eyelens.
Notice that a tab extending from the
eyelens frame serves as a stop for the
speed-indicator rack, Fig. 22. Also,
the tab tends to hold down the rack. So
remove the eyelens frame by taking
out its two screws.

NOw, remove the three screws

holding the linkage plate, Fig. 22. And
lift off the entire linkage assembly.

Removing The Rangefinder
Assembly

In most respects, the rangefinder is
of the same design as in other M-
series Leicas. The adjustment
procedures are unchanged. Make
your infinity and lO-meter rangefinder
adjustments by turning the eccentric
passing through the rangefinder-
control-Iever roller; make your one-
meter adjustment by turning the
eccentric located under the
rangefinder-control-Iever screw. The
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vertical-alignment adjustment (the
adjustment that doesn't depend on the
distance setting) is the eccentric
accessible after removing the plug
screw in the top cover plate, Fig. l.

There is. however, one new step
required in removing the MS
rangefinder assembly. The
viewfinder prism has an added
attraction - another prism that
catches the image of the exposure-
meter scale reflected from the
galvanometer mirror. The prism sits
underneath the scale. So right now the
galvanometer prevents you from
lifting off the rangefinder assembiy.

Notice that the two galvanometer
retaining screws are sealed with red
lacquer. As used throughout the MS,
the red lacquer serves as a warning
flag - meaning "a touch of a
screwdriver disturbs an adjustment."

By loosening the two sealed screws,
you can shift the galvanometer's
position. The purpose is to properly
align the exposure-meter scale in the
viewfinder. Before removing the
screws, you may wish to scribe the
adjusted position of the
galvanometer. Then, take out the
screws and lift aside the
galvanometer assembly.

Two wires still hold the
galvanometer - the blue wire and the
red wire from the circuit board. If you
wish to remove the galvanometer
completely, you'lI have to unsolder
the wires. However, in the
illustrations we simply replaced the
galvanometer with its two screws
after we removed the rangefinder
assembly.

As you remove the rangefinder-
control lever, keep in mind that
there's an eccentric under the
retaining screw; you may wish to
scribe its position. Also, take out the
rangefinder-stop arm.

The rangefinder-stop arm comes
against the eccentric that controls the
rangefinder overtravel. As in other M-
series Leicas, the screw passing
through the overtravel eccentric helps
hold the rangefinder assembly in
position. The easiest way to remove
the screw is to insert a long
screwdriver through the hole in the
bottom of the focal-plane light shield.
Normally, you won't disturb the
eccentric's position during
disassembly - it comes out with the
screw.

Now, remove the two strews from
the supply-spool chamber and lift out
the rangefinder assembly.
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Removing The CdS Cell And The
Focal-Plane Light Shield

Getting down to the MS's shutter
curtains requires a little more
disassembly than in other M-series
Leicas. The added complications are
in removing the focal-plane light
shield. To take out the focal-plane
light shield, you must first remove
some of the photocell parts.

Notice that one tension-type spring
serves both the photocell-controllever
and the control-Iever latch, Fig. 2l.
Disconnect the spring from the control-
lever latch. Now, remove the two
screws holding the photocell-control
lever - both screws are at the bottom
of the camera, Fig. 20. Take out the
photocell-control lever with the
tension spring still attached.

Next, take a close look at the route
of the photocell wires - from the
photocell, through a hole in the focal-
plane light shield, and through a hole
in the bottom of the shutter assembly.
From there, the wires pass
underneath the flat release spring to
the photocell's terminal plate.

Unsolder the two photocell wires
from theterminal plate. Then, pull the
wires to the inside of the camera and

through the hole in the focal-plane
light shield. Take out the two screws
shown in Fig. 20 and lift out the
photocell assembly, Fig. 24.

To remove the on/off switch SW1,
first slide back the tube to expose the
front solder joint. Unsolder both wires
from SWl. Then, remove the retaining
screws and lift out the on/off switch.
Pull the two wires through the hole in
the focal-plane light shield to the take-
up-rollers side of the camera.

Notice that we left both the control-
lever latch and the latch-disengaging
lever in the camera. If you do have to
remove these parts for cleaning or
replacement purposes, there are a
couple of precautions we should
mention. For one. notice that the
spring for the opening-curtain latch
hooks behind one of the support posts
for the latch-disengaging lever. But
you can remove the latch-disengaging
lever without removing the longer of
the two support posts - that way, the
opening-curtain-Iatch spring remains
hooked. Both support posts are held
by screws at the bottom of the shutter
assembly.

The other precaution involves the
up-and-down sliding adjustments on
the control-Iever latch. The retaining
screw for the cor.trol-Iever latch

Figure 24
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passes through a lug on the bottom of
the camera and into a nut. If you
loosen the screw, you can slide the
control-Iever latch up or down.

The control-lever latch must sit high
enough that the CdS cell can't enter
the focal-plane aperture with the
shutter open. For example, suppose
that the control-Iever latch is sitting
too low. Checking the shutter on
"bulb." the photocell arm moves
down - clear of the focal-plane
aperture - as you depress the release
button. But as you let up the release
button, the photocell arm moves into
the aperture before the closing curtain
releases.

What's happening is that the control-
lever latch engages the photocell-
control lever. And the photocell-
control lever blocks the photocell
arm. However, the photocell-control
lever fails to block the photocell arm
soon enough - Ws allowing enough
travel for the photocell to re-enter the
focal-plane aperture.

To correct the problern. just loosen
the screw holding the control-Iever
latch. Then, slide the control-lever
latch toward the top of the camera.
The photocell-control lever must
arrest and hold the photocell arm
before the photocell enters the focal-
plane aperture.

But you can remove the focal-plane
light shield without disturbing the
control-Iever-Iatch ad justment. First,
cock the shutter. You can then swing
the control-lever latch clockwise until
it clears the focal-plane light shield. In
the shutter-released position, the
closing-curtain brake lever may
prevent the control-lever latch from
moving clockwise.

Now, remove the two retaining
screws and lift the focal-plane light
shield out of the camera.

Speed-Control Mechanism
In TheMS

At this point in disassembly, the M5
looks nearly identical to its M-series
stablemates, Fig. 25. The- satin-
smooth shutter, a Leica hallmark, is
still the familiar, time-proven
showcase of Leica quality. Notice that
the curtain-wind parts at the bottom
of the camera reveal hardly any
design changes.

Yet even here - in what's
apparently familiar territory - there
are a couple of variations trorn the
desiqn : we described in an earlier
Craftsman article. One change is in
the method of relaying the shutter-
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speed setting to the speed-control cam
stack.

The speed-setting ring has two jobs
- it selects the shutter speed and
simultaneously signals the exposure-
meter Iinkage as to the shutter-speed
setting. The teeth of the speed-setting
ring engage the detent gear, Fig. 26.
And the detent gear turns the cam-
stack gear attached to the top of the
speed-control cam stack.

At the "bulb" setting, the detent
spring drops into the large slot in the
detent gear, Fig. 26. The stud on the
cam-stack gear is now against the

stop on the speed-control bridge.
Consequently, the cam-stack gear
can't turn past the "B1" position. Yet
you can still turn the speed-setting
ring to the other "bulb" settings -
even though the detent gear and the
cam-stack gear remain as shown in
Fig.26.

The reason is that the teeth on the
speed-setting ring are cut away for a
short distance at the bottom. So
there's a section of the speed-setting
ring at which the teeth extend only
part way down - that section
indicates the range of "bulb" settings.
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At the "bulb" settings, the speed-
setting ring continues to turn the
speed-sensing gear and thereby
controls the exposure-meter linkage.
But the teeth disengage from the
detent gear.

There's also a change in the speeds
escapement. The pallet in the Ms
doesn't disengage for aseparate
speed range - it remains constantly
engaged with the star wheel. Different
slow speeds result from varying the
depth of engagement between the
retard lever and the closing-curtain
cam.

Yet the slow-speed and slit-width
adjustment points are the same as in
other M-series Leicas. The eccentric
on the closing-curtain latch, Fig. 15,
controls the slit width. And the
eccentric on the slow-speed cam
folIower, Fig. 26, positions the end of
the speeds escapement for the slow-
speed range.

Getting to the pivot screw for the
speeds escapement now requires that
you lift aside the sync-terminal plate,
Fig. 23. Then, you can reach the red-
lacquered screw. To remove the
speeds escapement, disconnect the
speeds-escapement spring, Fig. 25,
from the speed-control bridge and
take out the pivot screw.

The adjustment technique for the
pivot screw appears unchanged. On
reassembly, replace the pivot screw
and hook the speeds-escapement
spring. Then, tighten the pivot screw
until the speeds escapement is unable
to move toward the speed-control cam

stack. Finally, back off the pivot
screw until the speeds escapement
swings against the speed-control cam
stack under its own spring power.

Sync Circuit In The MS

Adding the photocell required some
significant modifications to the sync
section. The X-sync contacts no longer
sit at the bottom of the camera - the
photocell linkage needed the room. So
Leitz put the X-sync contacts at the
top of the camera, next to the M-sync
(or, if you prefer, F P-sync) contacts.

With a stroke of genuine ingenuity,
Leitz took advantage of an existing
part - the movable M-sync contact-
to close the x-svnc circuit. So now the
movable M-sync contact serves
double-duty: it closes both sync
circuits, X and M, during every
release cycle.

In Fig. 26, you can see the movable
sync contact ("movable M-sync
contact" is no longer an appropriate
term, since the contact serves two
circuits). The fixed M-sync contact is
also visible in Fig. 26. But the fixed X-
sync contact is underneath the speed-
control bridge; you can't see it in the
illustrations.

Fig. 26 shows the shutter in the
released position. Here, the movable
sync contact swings to the left (as
seen from the front of the camera) -
against the fixed X-sync contact. As
you cock the shutter, the movable
sync contact moves away from the
flxed X-sync contact.
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SWITCH CONTACT.•----------.. .-------~~~~
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Even though the x-svnc contacts
touch in the shutter-released position,
the X-sync circuit isn't complete - a
safety switch breaks the circuit. The
movable blade of the safety switch .4
sits on top of an insulator attached to ~
the closing-curtain latch. During the
release cycle - as the closing-curtain
latch moves down to catch the closing-
curtain cam - the safety switch
closes.

The release of the opening curtain
then dictates the action of the
movable sync contact. The arm of the
movable sync contact rides against
the sync cam, a cam attached to the
opening-curtain-drum shaft. You can
spot the sync cam by looking
underneath the release cam - the
release cam is the part that strikes
the disengaging lever to free the
closing curta in.

First, the movable sync contact
swings to the right in Fig. 26- against
the fixed M-sync contact. So a flash
unit hooked to the M-sync circuit fires
when the opening curtain starts its
travel. Then, as the opening curtain
nears the end of its travel, the sync
cam drives the movable sync contact
to the left in Fig. 26. This time, the
movable sync contact strikes the
fixed X-sync contact.

As you can see in the schematic,
Fig. 27, the movable sync contact
strikes two fixed X-sync contacts at
the same time. One fixed X-sync
contact is wired to the X-sync
terminal; the other fixed x-svnc
contact goes to the hot shoe. A
separate circuit for the hot shoe
means that you can fire two electronic-
flash units at the same time.

You'll also notice in Fig. 27 that
there's a second safety switch - this
one for the M-sync circuit. Like the X-
safety switch, the M-safety switch
depends on the downward travel of
the closing-curtain latch. Both
movable safety-switch blades sit on
the same insulator, one beside the
other. So the downward travel of the
closing-curtain latch allows the two
safety switches to close sirnutta ,
neously.

Why a safety switch for the M-sync
circuit? The M-safety switch becomes
important at the fast shutter speeds.
In the Ms, changing the shutter-speed
setting varies the actual length of the
M-sync delay. Despite its name, the
fixed M-sync contact isn't all that
fixed in position. Rather, Ws spring-
loaded, riding against a cam on the
speed-control cam stack.

Changing the shutter speed presets
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the distance between the movable
sync contact and the fixed M-sync
contact. The faster the shutter speed,
the closer the fixed M-sync contact

~ moves toward the movable sync
contact - and the longer the resulting
M-sync delay.

With our evaluation camera set to
"bulb," the opening curtain moved
3mm past the opening side of the focal-
plane aperture when the M-sync
contacts closed. Yet at 1/1000 second,
the M-sync contacts closed the instant
the opening-curtain latch released the
opening curtain. In fact, the fixed M-
sync contact touched the movable
sync contact in the shutter-cocked
position. So closing the safety switch
simultaneously closed the M-sync
circuit.

Conclusions On The MS

From the outside, the MS may look
like an all-new design. And the clamor
over the exposure-meter system
makes it sound that way. So much so
that many Leica sentimentalists
mourn the passing of the M4. Some
feel that the M4 should have been kept
around as a less-expensive alternative
-others say that the M4 should make
a comeback and reclaim its throne as
the top-ot-the-Ilne rangefinder Leica.

But just a glance under the MS's
cover plates reveals that the M4 is
still with us - updated for the swing of
today's camera trends. The new
exterior houses the esteemed shutter
and rangefinder made legend by
earlier members of the M-series
household. From a service viewpoint,
that's a welcome sight.

(from page 15)

PRACTICAL OPTICS

Now, turn over the lens and unscrew
the identification ring around the front
lens element; the identification ring
has two spanner notches. One caution
before you Iift off the filter ring -
there's a ball detent (for the
diaphragm settings) that'lI be loose.
Lift off the fi Iter ring and locate the
keying lug - the lug on the filter ring
passes within a slot in the inner lens
barrel.

The ball detent sits within a hole in
the diaphragm-setting ring. Lift out
the ball detent and its compression
spring. Then, lift off the diaphragm-
setting ring. The brass screw inside
the diaphragm-setting ring passes
through the fork extending from the
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diaphragm-cam ring.
Next, unscrew the front lens cell;

use the outer spanner notches to
unscrew the front lens cell as a
complete unit. You can now see the
diaphragm-cam ring. The diaphragm-
cam ring positions the cam foliower
on the aperture-control lever - that
determines how far the lens can stop
down. Notice that the cam foliower
traces against the inside
circumference of the diaphragm-cam
ring.

Remove the two brass screws
holding the diaphragm-cam-ring
coupling fork. Then, lift out the
coupling fork (that's the fork that
engages the diaphragm-setting ring).
The other two brass screws hold the
lug that connects the diaphragm-cam
ring to the diaphragm-Iug ring. An
eccentric controls the position of the
coupling lug.

You can remove the diaphragm-
cam ring without taking off the
coupling lug - and without disturbing
the adjusted position. Just turn
the dia p h rag m - c a m r i n 9
counterclockwise (toward the smaller
aperture setting) until the coupling lug
reaches a special clearance cutout in
the diaphragm-mounting plate. Then,
lift out the diaphragm-cam ring. On
reassembly, you'll have to hold the
cam foliower against its spring
tension as you seat the diaphragm-
cam ring - the pin on the cam
folIower must ride to the inside edge
of the diaphragm-cam ring.

If you wish, you can now remove the
diaphragm-control levers for
cleaning. To reach the diaphragm
leaves, turn over the lens and take out
the three eross-oeint screws; these
screws hold the diaphragm-mounting
plate. The complete diaphragm
assembly now slides out, toward the
front of the lens. On reassembly,
there's only one position at which the
three screw holes in the diaphragm-
mounting plate will align.

Watch out for the three brass
spacers that sit between the
diaphragm-mounting plate and the
diaphragm-cover plate - they're now
loose. Looking from the back of the
diaphragm assembly, the spacers fit
shoulder-up beneath the diaphragm-
cover plate.

Three screws hold the diaphragm-
cover plate. Once you remove the
diaphragm-cover plate, you can take
out the eight diaphragm leaves for
cleaning or replacement purposes. On
reassembly, replace the leaves in
clockwise rotation. •
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